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Busy, busy, busy. The word is on the tip of
everyone’s tongue. Amsterdam is a busy city.
Too busy, according to some. And it will be far
busier soon, according to others. Leisure expert
Stephen Hodes claims there will be 30 million
tourists in 2030 and issues storm warnings
about the impending flood. But growth cannot be
averted. We welcomed nearly 6% more tourists
in 2014, from elsewhere in the Netherlands and
from far and wide across the globe. 17.3 million,
by our count. We now officially have congested
cycle traffic, long queues outside the Rijksmu-
seum, and streets that bustle to an extent that
would have been unthinkable 10 years ago. 

Amsterdam is flourishing in all respects.
Statistics Netherlands predicts real economic
growth, significantly more in Amsterdam than in
the rest of the country: 2.1 vs 1.5% (ING). A day
of shopping downtown is quite the fashion right
now and the streets are busy, busy, busy – but
window shopping may be the order of the day.
Shoppers look around, take in the sights, and
then go and spend their hard-earned cash in the
web shops. E-commerce is how shopping is done
these days. Without a web shop, your store is
dead in the water. But the big department stores
downtown still show great sales figures. Maybe
the reality is that those window shoppers go in
and buy even more than they planned? 

It’s a Darwinian struggle: who will survive
to see another day, and who will go gently
into that good night? There is growth in the
top segment and in the basement bargain dis-

count segment, while the middle segment is be-
ing blown away. The same phenomenon is seen
on the job market. Just look at how the banking
sector is shrinking. Digital options are replacing
many mid-level jobs. And how flexible is con-
tracted employment these days, and how much
can you rely on a flexible contract? Who still has
a permanent job? Downtown Amsterdam is still
the biggest source of jobs in the region, with
114,000 people in the workforce, more than
Schiphol and the port combined. And not all of
those people work in tourism. There are also no-
taries, lawyers, bankers, piano tuners, math tu-
tors – and of course online strategists. 

When we’re talking busy, busy, busy, the
Venetian submergence model of the tourist town
in decline is projected onto Amsterdam. But
Venice is not Amsterdam. Venice is hard to reach,
hard to navigate, and primarily popular with day-
trippers, while we mainly attract overnight
tourists. That’s a flattering fact: we are appar-
ently a very appealing city. Be glad that we’re
not dangling somewhere at the bottom of all the
lists as the neglected stepdaughter of global
tourism. But no matter how well we market Ams-
terdam and do our best to spread tourist atten-
tion across the city, everyone still wants to see
the canals, the Anne Frank House, the Rem-
brandts and the Van Goghs.  

The world is rapidly moving towards urban-
isation. Big cities are centres of growth. The key
is to handle that growth in clever, common-sense
ways. City administrators, entrepreneurs and lo-

cals are jointly responsible for that mandate: pro-
moting growth while retaining the characteristics
and appealing qualities of the Amsterdam city
centre. According to Zef Hemel, Professor of Ur-
ban and Regional Planning at the University of
Amsterdam, this city truly has to get bigger.
“Then we will have fewer problems dealing with
the busy pace; we’ll be able to handle more. Am-
sterdam is currently splitting at the seams.” He
sees it as the logical growth pattern shown by
popular cities with a social class of well-educated
residents. Professor Hemel advocates drastic
growth, soaring to 2 million inhabitants within
30 years, and we nod approvingly. Let’s start ex-
panding into the water again; let’s build IJburg 2! 

And the Amsterdam City Index? It will move
from 117 through 118 to 120. That’s just fine.
Amsterdam has lots to offer – and it can take a
lot, too. It is the beginning of the end of the re-
cession for City Centre XL, the area between Cen-
tral Station and Cornelis Schuytstraat, Haarlem-
merdijk and the Carré theatre. Let’s take great
care of our vibrant urban heart. Not abandon it to
the highest bidder or the loudest opinion. Not let
enterprise run rampant across the canals. Not
turn downtown into a historic open-air museum
where only half the houses are even lived in, but
a lively city where people live, work and enjoy a
range of leisure activities, with a thriving city
centre. Amsterdam belongs to the locals, the
businesses and the visitors. That is the best way
to guarantee sustainable success amidst the digi-
tal hustle as the world around us becomes one
big tourist destination. 
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Turnover from department stores and supermarkets /
City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
99 104 105 105 102 105

Turnover development at six major store chains that collectively 
have over 20 branch locations in City Centre XL, source: Amsterdam
City, reference date 30 November. The trend has been corrected for 
inflation. An estimate has been made for December.

Turnover from hotels / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
81 87 94 90 90 93

RevPar at 3, 4 and 5-star hotels in City Centre XL, source: Amsterdam
City, reference date 30 September. The trend has been corrected for in-
flation. 93 represents € 105.44 in average revenue per room per night.

Rent for offices / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
108 107 111 109 106 105

The highest rents charged on new lease contracts for offices in City Centre
XL, source: DTZ Zadelhoff, reference date 30 June. The trend has been
corrected for inflation. 105 represents € 400 per m2 LFA annually.

Rent for shops, cafés and restaurants / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
162 160 155 155 150 148

The average of the highest and lowest rents charged on new lease
contracts in City Centre XL, source: DTZ Zadelhoff, reference date 
30 June. The trend has been corrected for inflation. 148 represents
€ 622 per m2 LFA annually.

2

EARNING CAPACITY
How do you keep earning money in a world where
business models are being turned upside down? By
responding effectively to what today’s customers
want. There are different needs and new channels to
meet them. Just look at Airbnb, GoBoat or Moby
Park. Or The Toren Boutique Hotel, which goes to
huge lengths to get the very best scores on TripAdvi-
sor. Earning capacity is expanding, primarily due to
increased efficiency and greater economies of scale. 

We see a strong increase in retail area in terms of
square metres. Forever 21, an 8th branch of H&M,
Marks & Spencer is moving in, Primark, possibly
Uniqlo. Stores selling high-quality foods are on the
rise. The success of De Hallen is a great example of
how the city centre is sprawling outwards. The revenue
index figure is up to 105, and that does not include 
revenues from the web shops. 

There are 16,000 hotel rooms in 3, 4 and 5-star
hotels in downtown Amsterdam. Average occupancy
rose to 75.2%. Airbnb.com is adding thousands of
rooms and apartments, and yet the hotel sector con-
tinues to grow. In other words, Airbnb is not stealing
customers from current hotels, but adding value and
meeting a clear and growing need. 

In the city centre, the percentage of unoccupied
offices is dropping. Office space is being updated to
meet current and future demands. Vacancy rates are
also in decline as former offices are converted to other
functions. The choice of office space downtown is
dominated by facilities, public amenities and atmos-
phere. That is exactly why offices in the city centre are
doing relatively well. 

Rent prices for stores, cafés and restaurants in
City Centre XL have not truly recovered yet.
We have fortunately managed to avoid rising vacancy
rates, however. The many new stores bring a much-
needed dynamic vibe to downtown Amsterdam and
draw more business in around them. Forecasts indicate
that rents will go up again, after years of decline.
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Visitors to Amsterdam

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
112 122 136 143 149 160

Total number of visitors to Amsterdam, source: Amsterdam Market-
ing, reference date 30 November. 160 is an estimate and represents
17.3 million visitors.

Gross regional product / Amsterdam metropolitan region

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
107 110 113 111 111 112

Gross regional product for the greater Amsterdam area, source: 
Research and Statistics Department, municipality of Amsterdam, 
reference date 31 December. 112 is an estimate and represents 
€ 120 billion.

Port freight transshipment

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
132 131 135 139 142 144

Total freight transshipped in the port of Amsterdam, source: Port of
Amsterdam, reference date 31 December. 144 represents 80 million
tonnes.

Schiphol freight transport

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
89 104 105 102 106 113

Total freight transports arrived and sent at Amsterdam Schiphol Air-
port, source: Schiphol Group, reference date 30 November. 113 is an
estimate and represents over 1.6 million tonnes of freight.  

Museums and attractions / Amsterdam

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
107 110 118 125 138 142

Indexed development in visitor numbers for 32 museums and 11 at-
tractions in and around City Centre XL, source: Amsterdam Marketing,
reference date 30 November. 142 is an estimate and represents 3%
growth.
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The number of people visiting Amsterdam contin-
ues to show a marked increase. Visitors come from
all over the world for all sorts of reasons: tourists, busi-
ness travellers, and people who want to meet here.
That growth places additional demands on accurate
information and effective enforcement, on preventing
public nuisance and increasing the quality of stores,
cafés, restaurants and public spaces. 

Statistics Netherlands is predicting 1.5% growth
for the Netherlands as a whole, and 2.1% for the
greater Amsterdam area (ING). That can be consid-
ered a cautious start rather than a spectacular spike,
but the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region is outper-
forming other areas in the country. The future looks
bright.  

80 million tonnes transshipped is a new record –
and that growth was achieved despite the turbulence
on the oil market. Transshipment in the port of Rotter-
dam remained just about the same in 2014. With the
construction of a new, extra-wide sea lock, the Port of
Amsterdam Authority expects to be able to continue
growing to 125 tonnes in 2030. ‘The port brings in an
amazing amount’: that was once their motto. Now
more than ever, that rings true. 

Schiphol is a similar story; freight transport is on
the upswing. The airport’s growth may seem modest
in terms of tonnage, but the increase is in high-quality
products like flowers, electronics, medicines. Moreover,
the growth in freight transport to and from Schiphol
has always been a good indicator for incipient eco-
nomic growth. With Schiphol freight transport showing
growth well over 7%, that indicator is very positive. 

URBAN QUALITY
Amsterdam is trendy, cool, wild and romantic.
Can we hold onto those qualities as the city be-
comes busier? Quality is the keyword. Achiev-
ing quality means better public spaces,
enforcement, better transport, and stores, cafés
and restaurants that offer the standards of
quality that attract the visitors we want to
bring in. The city centre will continue to ex-
pand, creating more room.  

Amsterdam offers a unique range of museums, 
attractions, festivals and events. These assets 
attract lots and lots of interesting visitors to the city.
The Rijksmuseum welcomed 2.4 million visitors, and
the Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder (Our Lord in the Attic) mu-
seum in a historic hidden church also set a new record:
100,000 people. Growth around every corner, which
means the city is getting busier.  One option would be
to introduce longer opening hours that expand to ac-
commodate the growing crowds.
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Cruise passengers in Passenger Terminal Amsterdam

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
148 161 213 238 226 217

Number of passengers arriving per cruise ship, source: Passenger 
Terminal Amsterdam, reference date 31 December 2013. An index
figure of 217 represents 265,000 passengers.

Theft / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
129 126 121 105 98 100

Reports of theft and burglary in City Centre XL from (and theft of) 
vehicles, vessels, shops and businesses, plus pickpocketing, source:
Amsterdam Amstelland Police, reference date 30 September. 100
represents 24,813 reports. The index works conversely here: the
higher the index figure, the fewer thefts were reported.

Violence / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
97 99 102 104 113 117

Reports of violence in City Centre XL, with the exception of domestic
violence, source: Amsterdam Amstelland Police, reference date 30
September. 117 represents 2,621 reports. The higher the index 
figure, the fewer violent incidents were reported. 

Public nuisance / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
115 154 138 153 181 164

Reports of public nuisance in City Centre XL, with the exception of 
domestic violence, source: Amsterdam Amstelland Police, reference
date 30 September. 164 represents 2,241 reports. The lower the
index figure, the more incidents of public nuisance were reported.

Clean air / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
100 88 82 98 98 102

Annual average of the 24-hour average for fine particulate matter
(PM10) in the air on Stadhouderskade and Overtoom, source: 
Amsterdam Public Health Service, reference date 1 January. 
102 is an estimate and represents 22 mcg of fine particulate matter
per m3. The higher the index figure, the lower the concentration of
particulate matter in the air.

Students

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
125 133 133 127 128 128

Number of students at the University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam 
University of Applied Sciences and VU University Amsterdam 
together, source: UvA, HvA and VU, reference date 1 October. 128
represents 104,700 students.

Cruise ships offload passengers who have incredible
spending power. Cruise ships are becoming even bigger,
and many captains consider the sea lock too narrow to
navigate. That constriction costs the city sales. A new,
wide sea lock will be completed in 2019. More passengers
are already expected in 2015, 280,000 more. “Following
a small downturn, we’re moving full speed ahead,” writes
Dick de Graaff from the Passenger Terminal. 

More people, fewer thefts. That seems like a contra-
diction in terms. These figures are down from 2013,
but not by much. 

More people, less violence. That also seems counter-
intuitive. The drop here is more significant than the 
decline in theft.

More people, more public nuisance. Sadly, that
does seem logical. Very irritating if you’re one of the
people affected by it, too. The government and the 
private sector are already doing a great deal to address
this issue, individually and in joint efforts.

Where agreements made just last year indicated
that no ‘green zone’ would be introduced for delivery
vans, it has suddenly been instituted after all.
The taxis and coaches are up next in 2018. Air pollution
is bad for our lungs and for the city’s image. A filthy
city is simply not cool. Amsterdam City plans to reduce
the number of traffic movements, starting with waste
disposal. 

Amsterdam is and will always be a student city.
It has the most expensive student housing in the
Netherlands. The average student room costs 
€ 23.70/m2, compared to € 18.53/m2 nationwide. 
All those students keep us trendy, young and cool.
They give us a vast reservoir of flexible workers, and
they’ll be the entrepreneurs and innovators of the 
future.



House prices finally stabilised in mid-2014; prices
have gone up quickly since then, with some reports
estimating increases as high as 7.5%. The number of
completed house sales is also showing significant
growth. It is important for Amsterdam to remain a city
where people in every income bracket can find housing.
That distribution is key to achieving a good mixture of
local inhabitants and is part of what drives our economy.

The Quality of Living Survey is the most prestigious
ranking in the world, and Amsterdam rose one place.
Moreover, Amsterdam is #1 in Nicest-City-To-Live-In,
#1 in Most-Expensive-Car-Parks, #1 in Most-Michelin-
Stars, #1 in Most-Popular-City-Amongst-Knowledge-
Migrants-Living-In-The-Netherlands, and #1 in Start-Ups.
And Rotterdam? Rotterdam is on the list of Top 10
Most-Extraordinary-Destinations. Fantastic.

BUSINESS CLIMATE
Vacancy rates are gradually dropping. City
Centre XL not only has cafés, restaurants and
retail, but also boasts a wide variety of other
enterprises. That is one of the major differences
from cities like Venice, which is why the
doomsday croakings of Amsterdam becoming
the ‘Venice of the North’ are truly unwarranted.
City Centre XL more closely resembles one
giant meeting point, with coffee and tea on
every corner for these hard-working, network-
ing men and women.

City Centre XL has over ten thousand businesses.
That represents a third of all the businesses in Amster-
dam. City Centre XL is a hotbed for all sorts of work:
creative enterprise, professional services, education,
culture, retail and catering. That very diversity is what
makes Amsterdam so authentically unique, and we
need to hold on to it.

Office vacancy rates across Amsterdam are gradu-
ally dropping to the average level for the Nether-
lands. Over 200,000 m2 in unoccupied office space was
converted into hotels and apartments over the past year;
if we continue that process at that pace in the years to
come, we will reach a 6% vacancy rate in 2018. That is
considered normal. Still another 600,000 m2 to redesign.

The average vacancy rate in the Netherlands as a
whole is currently 3.7% for business spaces other
than offices. Amsterdam is now at 10% vacancy, pri-
marily along the periphery. Almost nothing is unoccu-
pied in downtown Amsterdam except by choice.
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Housing price / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
118 117 108 101 96 96

Average price per m2 for homes sold in City Centre XL, source: Research
and Statistics Department, municipality of Amsterdam, reference date 
1 July 2013. An index figure of 96 represents an average of € 4,200 
per m2 and is a tentative estimate. 

Mercer / worldwide

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
100 108 108 108 108 118

Ranking on the Mercer Quality of Living Survey, source: Mercer. 
118 represents an 11th place out of 221 cities ranked worldwide.

Business premises / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
106 108 110 111 113 115

Number of business locations where 2 or more people work in City
Centre XL, source: Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce, reference date
1 November. 115 represents 10,266 businesses.

Unoccupied offices / Amsterdam

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
118 108 117 111 120 124

Percentage of vacancy in m2s of office space in Amsterdam, source:
DTZ Zadelhoff, reference date 30 June. The higher the index figure,
the lower the vacancy rate. 124 represents 16% vacancy.

Unoccupied non-office businesses / Amsterdam

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
126 129 149 159 171 191

Percentage of vacancy in m2s in non-office business premises in 
Amsterdam, source: DTZ Zadelhoff, reference date 30 June. The
higher the index, the lower the vacancy rate. 191 represents 10%
vacancy.
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JOB MARKET
Unemployment in the Amsterdam area is drop-
ping slowly. However, there is a mismatch, so
we do anticipate some degree of tension in the
job market. Amsterdam will have to grow so
more people can live here, now and in the fu-
ture. A growing city also needs a growing de-
mand for labour, which means we need many
qualified employees, from all over.  

City Centre XL is the biggest driver of jobs in the
region. 34,000 people work in the port and 64,000
people work at Schiphol, but over 114,000 work in 
City Centre XL.

9% unemployment is still too high, especially since
we still see enough jobs on offer in downtown Amster-
dam. Still too many signs posted on shop windows,
shouting ‘HELP WANTED’. Store employees, serving
staff in cafés and restaurants, the lower-paying jobs:
you can start work immediately. But you’ll have to be
willing to be flexible. Being able to speak three lan-
guages is a major advantage.  

Starting and running your own business is entre-
preneurial passion and pride. This is what modern
enterprise is all about. Being independent, while being
part of various networks of other independent profes-
sionals. 1700 entrepreneurs joined the ranks in 2014.
Creativity, strength and flexibility are the fertiliser that
makes the current job market flourish. And a willing-
ness to think in terms of tasks rather than job titles. 

Lots of jobs will be opening up in the coming years
due to the ageing workforce, especially at
Schiphol and the port. With the number of people 
living in and around Amsterdam, there shouldn’t be
any trouble finding enough applicants, but do they
also have the right expertise? That remains to be seen.

ACCESSIBILITY
The city centre remains easily accessible. That
factor is essential to growth. A multifunctional
city offers multimodal transport, with various
forms of transport co-existing easily. The num-
ber of passengers travelling by public transport
is stabilising, while bicycle use continues to
rise. Above all, Amsterdam should invest in
parking all those bicycles. 

People in the workforce / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
105 108 109 111 114 114

Number of people working in City Centre XL, source: Research and
Statistics Department, municipality of Amsterdam, reference date 
1 July 2013. 114 represents more than 114,000 people. 

Unemployment / Amsterdam

2009 2011 2013 2014
150 129 90 100

Percentage of unemployment in the total potential workforce, source:
Research and Statistics Department, municipality of Amsterdam. 
The lower the figure, the higher the unemployment percentage. 100
represents 9% of the potential workforce.

Independent professionals / City Centre XL

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
155 174 183 190 201 213

Number of independent professionals and other sole proprietor-
ships based in City Centre XL, source: Amsterdam Chamber of 
Commerce, reference date 31 December. 213 represents 29,737 
sole proprietorships in City Centre XL.

Workforce / Amsterdam Metropolitan Region

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
107 108 109 110 111 111

Number of people in the potential workforce / Amsterdam Metro-
politan Region, source: Research and Statistics Department, munici-
pality of Amsterdam, reference date 1 January. 111 is an estimate
and represents 1.2 million people.
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22 minutes by bike, 14 minutes by car and 31
minutes by tram: on average, it only takes 22
minutes to reach Dam Square from the A10 ring
road. Compare that to Utrecht or Paris. Let’s cherish
this quality. 

Everyone says the city is getting busier, but that
is not reflected in the number of passers-by in the
Ferdinand Bolstraat near the Albert Cuyp Market,
at the Flower Market, or in the Kalverstraat shop-
ping street. The sense that the city is busy is appar-
ently caused by factors other than how busy it
actually is. This distinction is important in formulating
new policy. Moreover, people are coming into down-
town Amsterdam in different ways. People are coming
in by bicycle. 

It is getting busier, but the number of people ar-
riving or departing by train has remained the
same – and that four years running. The number of
visitors may be rising, but the number of train passen-
gers has not risen. 

The number of people transported by bus or tram
will also remain more or less the same. Looking to
the future, it is important to ask yourself if the city
centre with all its specific requirements can continue to
accommodate large-scale transport at the street level
rather than underground. The North-South Line will be
an important step forward once it is completed; at that
point, it will be vital to connect all street-level modes
of transport to that line as quickly and efficiently as
possible. 

How many potential clients can you reach within
a reasonable time frame? How many potential 
employees and clients can be at your doorstep within
a reasonable time frame? Since more people are 
moving in to live around the city centre every year,
that number is rising year after year.  

Once again, far more passengers left from Amster-
dam or had the city as their destination. Schiphol
has a passion for growth and will continue to grow.
The airport still serves well over three hundred destina-
tions, which is vitally important to the business cli-
mate in the entire Amsterdam Metropolitan Region
and the city centre.

Average travel time to Dam Square

2011 2012 2013 2014
114 110 103 107

The average number of minutes it takes to reach Dam Square, 
by bicycle from the Jaap Eden ice rink, by car from the A10 exit 
at Volendam, and by tram from VU Medical Centre, source: 
Google Maps, reference date was the third Monday in December. 
107 represents 22 minutes. 

Number of people passing by / City Centre XL

2011 2012 2013 2014
114 125 115 102

Average number of passers-by between 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
on Ferdinand Bolstraat near the Albert Cuyp Market, at the Flower
Market and in the Kalverstraat shopping street, source: City Traffic.
102 represents an average of 16,733 people passing by per day.

Central Station + Amsterdam Zuid Station

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
118 116 123 121 122 122

Total number of people getting in and out of trains at Central Station
and Amsterdam Zuid on a weekday, source: NS Dutch Rail. 122 is an
estimate and represents an average of 210,000 people embarking
and disembarking..

GVB Municipal Transport

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
109 112 114 116 118 119

Number of passengers travelling with the Amsterdam Municipal
Transport Company (GVB) by tram, metro and ferryboat, not 
including illegal / non-paying passengers, per year, source: GVB, 
reference date 1 January. 119 is an estimate and represents 
236 million passengers.

Reachable within 30 minutes

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
94 94 95 97 99 101

Number of people living in the area who can reach Munt Square
within 30 minutes by car or bicycle or 45 minutes by public transport,
source: Amsterdam Department of Infrastructure, Traffic and Trans-
port, reference date 31 December. 101 represents 2.8 million peo-
ple.

Schiphol passengers

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
96 102 115 118 120 128

Number of passengers arriving at and departing from Amsterdam 
Airport Schiphol, not including transfer passengers, source: Schiphol
Group, reference date 31 October. 128 is an estimate and represents
32.5 million people.



Growth in what we’ll call e-commerce
was incredible in recent years, rising
by as much as 10% annually. Al-

though that rapid pace seems to be slowing,
we still see significant growth. However,
Dutch online retail sales (products sold over
the internet) only represents about 6% of
total retail revenues. The shift from offline to
online sales is still ongoing, but it will not
continue indefinitely. There are a few sectors
in which the online channel has acquired a
dominant position. The travel industry, for
example, and erotica. Over half of purchases
in those sectors are made online. Such major
shifts have led some people to predict the
end of stores as we know them. That may be
taking it too far, but online sales will eventu-
ally be the default in some sectors.  

Online goes offline again
Forrester International Consultants estimates
a 90-10 ratio in 2020: 90% offline and 10%
online. That seems like a fairly conservative
forecast. ING is counting on 20 to 25% online
sales in 2025. No matter what projections
you look at, these estimates do not sound
like the end of the brick-and-mortar store. We
buy more and more online, but there are
major differences between product groups.
The physical component remains important,
dominating retail. We want to see, smell and
feel what we’re buying. Moreover, we want to
have an experience. Remarkable things are
happening at major internet retail companies
like Amazon and Zalando. Their figures are in
the red and don’t seem to be climbing, while
delivery and return problems are deal-break-
ers, especially in clothing; it’s almost impos-
sible to make a profit there. The big internet
stores are backtracking, shifting from 100%
online to a partial offline presence. Amazon is
expected to open an Amazon-brand mall or
department store within the foreseeable fu-
ture so it can turn a profit there. 

Experience is the magic word
The percentage of online purchases will defi-
nitely continue growing in the coming years,
but the products people order are expected
to be picked up in brick-and-mortar stores
more and more often. Extra revenue can be
generated through cross-selling on site.
Other advantages to offline stores include
special, personal offers and good coffee. On-
line is going offline in some cases. But offline
is online too. Brick-and-mortar stores are al-
ready open for much longer, but they are
also expected to have an online presence for
web-shopping and purchases. That means
that stores are now essentially open 24/7.
And stores are changing. Retail is increas-
ingly seen in combination with cafés and
restaurants. According to ING, a combination
of food, non-food and entertainment will be
increasingly important in the high street.
Brick-and-mortar stores targeting younger
customers primarily have to offer a cool ex-
perience enhanced by a digital atmosphere.
For these stores, internet is not just a sales
channel; their online presence is increasingly
used as a showroom.  Experience is the
magic word in retail today. And that empha-
sis on experience holds true both online and
offline. 

Spending is on the rise
And where do we see the Amsterdam city
centre reflected in this story? Downtown
Amsterdam can count itself lucky. People are
flocking to the city in droves again; the city
itself acts as a magnet for day-trippers, 
visitors and tourists. The city centre is appar-
ently delivering the experience that people
are looking for. The high-quality retail areas
are a convenient advantage in this digital
era. The city centre is the premium location
for major international chains, which are 
currently jostling for a position along and
around the ‘red carpet’ being rolled out from

Damrak all the way to Amsterdam South.
The predicted surge in economic progress of-
fers a welcome boost, of course. Economics is
all about psychology, so spending will go up
in 2015. The city centre will grow even
busier. One factor is the impending arrival of
Primark. Research shows that shoppers on
the high street increase by nearly 30% when
a Primark arrives. Cafés and restaurants will
see a huge surge as a result. Shopping makes
people hungry and thirsty; that is a universal
truth. 

A bright future
We are not looking at a digital revolution;
this is a matter of digital evolution. The ‘fu-
ture of shopping’ is already here. Just as
Charles Darwin described in his theory of
evolution, it is about survival of the fittest:
the businesses and stores that are most ef-
fective at adapting to changing circum-
stances will make it through. Nothing new
under the sun here. It may be a cliché to say
it, but trends are so fleeting. Targeting and
big data already offer lots of opportunities,
but not everything is possible within the ac-
cepted limits. Privacy is still a consideration,
even though we give it up far more easily on-
line than we sometimes realise. The increas-
ing use of ICT offers improved insight into
flows of people passing by, making it possi-
ble to show potential customers the way
even more actively than before. And all other
considerations aside: online is here to stay,
and offline is not going anywhere. Time will
tell exactly what form that takes and what
the ratios will look like. And it is simply lovely
for us, the entrepreneurs of the Amsterdam
city centre, to have optimists around who
never tire of talking about the bright future
of brick-and-mortar retail. Wonderful, isn’t
it? And those of us who really have it all
sorted can hear that cash register ringing,
online and offline. 
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E-commerce and 

the bright future of

brick-and-mortar retail

Worried whether brick-and-mortar stores will vanish in a few years? Check out the
infectious – and solidly substantiated – optimism expressed by Hans van Tellingen at
Strabo. He loves discussing the bright future of brick-and-mortar retail. Certainly, stores
and store formulas come and go, but the brick-and-mortar store will remain. Many surveys
show that people actually prefer to go to a real, physical store for the experience of it. 
To see, smell, feel... and buy. 



METHOD BEHIND THE FIGURES 

The Amsterdam City Index is generated by compiling 30 trends
distributed into five categories. Categories and trends are
weighted according to a set framework: each item is either an
achievement, or something else. Achievements count for 60%
collectively, while all the other factors combined are 40%. Since
the Index is based on a business perspective, achievements are
considered the most significant factors. In this framework, the
categories for Earning Capacity and Urban Quality are consid-
ered achievements, so those two count for 60%. Business 
Climate, Job Market and Accessibility combined represent 40%.
A distinction is also made between achievements and everything
else within each individual basket. Achievement trends also
count for 60% collectively here. This 60/40 division also prevents
any one trend or basket from dominating the landscape. That is
in line with the concept that the economy of the Amsterdam city
centre is not a monoculture and in fact consists of many different
elements.

Not all the figures had been confirmed at the time of publication.
In those cases, Amsterdam City has offered its own estimate
based on the figures currently available. Estimated index figures
are shown in italics. The final figure will be provided in a subse-
quent edition. New editions always result in corrected figures;
this year’s City Index included corrections in the gross regional
product, the house price and passenger numbers for municipal
transport and trains. No figures from the national tax authorities
could be included this year, but we did have access to figures
from the participating department stores and hotels.

The arrows show whether the trend went up or down. As always:
arrow up = positive influence, arrow down = negative influence
on the final index figure. This may be confusing when a factor
works the other way around. Unemployment, for example. 
Unemployment is a negative factor, so higher unemployment
makes the index lower. That means that the arrow is not pointing up
(higher unemployment) but down (negative impact on the index).

PUBLICATION DETAILS 

The Amsterdam City Index 2015 is an initiative of the Amsterdam
City Association. The analyses were made possible in part by back-
ground interviews with entrepreneurs, store managers and business
directors in the city centre: Petra Baan Peek & Cloppenburg,
Wybo Wijnbergen The Dungeon/Madame Tussauds, Willem Koster 
Amsterdam City, Marc van der Veur De Bijenkorf, Guido Frankfurther
Independent Consultant, Bas Vanhorick and Dirk Mulder ING,
Sheharyar Khan Febo, Pieter Zuidema Chagall-gallery WUIJT, Arnoud
van Dalen Van Dalen Advocatuur, Marcel Dorsthorst Hema, Marcel
Schonenberg Beurs van Berlage and the Damrak Business Association,
Sebastien Kramer Rabobank, Eric Toren The Toren Boutique Hotel,
Hugo de Haan Haesje Claesje and Koningshut, Bart Robbers fa Robert
Dusarduijn and João Gonçalves Gassan Diamonds.

With our thanks for the advice provided by 
ING Economic Bureau.

The Amsterdam City Index is financially facilitated by contributions
from Kroonenberg Groep, YIP Group, Holland Casino, the Munici-
pality of Amsterdam, the Centrum city district, ING, Tours & Tickets
and Gassan Diamonds.

Research and editing Guus Bakker, Rico Luman
Text Kasper van Noppen
Translation The Language Lab
Final corrections Christine Govaert
Graphic design Studio René Bakker
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The Amsterdam City Index is available on 
www.amsterdamcityindex.nl in Dutch.

Amsterdam City is an association dedicated to improving the economic
climate in Amsterdam’s city centre. 
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